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Great Place to Work. At PES corporate…
â€¦
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Headquartered in Philadelphia, PA, â€¦
Mission & Vision Statement

Refining Complex
The Philadelphia Refining Complex â€¦
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John Sadlowski · Tim Rens
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Leading Oil & Gas Manufacturer | Philadelphia Energy
Solutions
pes-companies.com
Philadelphia Energy Solutions (PES) is the longest continuously operating refinery on
the East Coast, processing 330,000 barrels of crude oil per day.

1735 Market St Fl 10, Philadelphia, PA 19103 · (215) 339-1200

Directions · Details

PES Philadelphia Refinery | Philadelphia Energy Solutions
...
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Phone: (215) 339-2000

...
pes-companies.com/refining-complex/history
PES' Philadelphia Oil Refinery has been "part of the neighborhood" for over 145 years
since Point Breeze was founded in 1866 and Girard Point in 1920.

U.S. refiner PES pins bankruptcy plan hopes on biofuel ...
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-philadelphia-energy-solutions...
Philadelphia Energy Solutions, owner of the largest U.S. East Coast refinery, said on
Monday its plan to get out of bankruptcy hinges on whether it can shed existing biofuel
costs under the country's renewable fuel laws.

Philadelphia Energy Solutions Refining and Marketing â€¦
https://www.bloomberg.com/research/stocks/private/snapshot.asp?...
Philadelphia Energy Solutions Refining and Marketing LLC company research &
investing information. Find executives and the latest company news.

How The Philadelphia Energy Solutions Bailout Affects ...
https://seekingalpha.com/article/4157489-philadelphia-energy...
Mar 19, 2018 · The U.S. EPA responded to the bankruptcy of refiner Philadelphia
Energy Solutions last week with a substantial bailout by â€¦

Philly's PES refinery, the East Coast's largest, files for ...
www.philly.com/philly/business/energy/philadelphia-energy-solutions...
Philadelphia Energy Solutions LLC, which owns the giant South Philadelphia oil
refinery complex, filed a bankruptcy plan Monday to reorganize its massive debt and
blamed the burden of meeting federal renewable fuel standards as the culprit for its
financial woes. PES, which is owned by a joint ...

Refinery Blues: As Philadelphia Energy Solutions files â€¦
www.delcotimes.com/article/DC/20180127/NEWS/180129681
PHILADELPHIA >> Philadelphia Energy Solutions ... As Philadelphia Energy
Solutions files for bankruptcy, unions ... The Philadelphia Energy Solutions refinery
in ...

Largest East Coast oil refinery goes bankrupt, blaming ...
money.cnn.com/...refinery...philadelphia-energy-solutions/index.html
Jan 22, 2018 · The largest oil refinery along the U.S. East Coast filed for bankruptcy
protection on Sunday, blaming its downfall on "broken" environmental rules. Philadelphia
Energy Solutions said it went bankrupt because of "skyrocketing costs" to comply with
the EPA's Renewable Fuel Standard. The rule, aimed at ...

Philly's PES refinery, the East Coast's largest, seeks ...
www.philly.com/philly/business/energy/philly-pes-refiner-the-east...
While it seeks to restructure $700 million in debt, Philadelphia Energy Solutions says
operations are unaffected at the complex where 1,600 employees and contractors work.

Biggest U.S. East Coast Oil Refinery Files for Bankruptcy
...
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-01-22/biggest-u-s...
Jan 22, 2018 · Philadelphia Energy Solutions LLC, owner of an oil refinery that
supplies more than a quarter of the U.S. east coastâ€™s crude refining capacity, filed
for bankruptcy with a plan that could allow it to shed some environmental costs. The
restructuring would allow PES to emerge a new company with the ...

Big East Coast Refiner Files for Bankruptcy, Blaming ...
https://www.wsj.com/articles/philadelphia-energy-solutions-puts...
Philadelphia Energy Solutions LLC affiliates accounting for more than one-quarter of
the fuel-refining capacity on the East Coast filed for bankruptcy protection, blaming the
steep cost of complying with a federal environmental regulation. The company, which
operates two refineries just miles from ...
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